Editorial
Dear Reader,

by Céline Charveriat

Implementation of the SDGs is happening at a time when Europe faces
I have some really shocking news:
an unprecedented crisis created by
by setting Sustainable Developa prolonged recession, multiple
ment Goals (SDGs) for 2030, our
wars on our doorstep and Brexit, all
governments have effectively comof which severely reduce the politimitted to transform radically the
cal space to propose bold reforms
way we work, move, eat and conand shorten the time horizon for
sume goods and services, and they
national and European officials. It
have promised this will happen in
is hard to focus on fire prevention
the next 5,000 days.
when your own house is burning
Most scientists actually think we down around you.
have much less time than this, since
Yet it has never been so urgent for
the more we wait, the more some
Europe to take a long-term view.
options will become impossible. In
In the words of the Great Law of
relation to climate change, the scithe Iroquois Confederacy: ‘In every
ence body of the UN is warning we
deliberation, we must consider
may have already crossed the line
the impact of our decisions on the
beyond which staying within 1.5
next seven generations.’ (https://
degrees of global warming is even
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seven_gena remote possibility. Moreover,
eration_sustainability).
we are on a crash course via-a-vis
other natural boundaries, such as In this sobering context, Sustainabilocean acidification and biodiversity ity Now, the new report written for
loss.
the President of the European Commission by former Director General
In spite of its many achievements,
of DG Environment Karl Falkenberg
the European continent has a tough
is highly welcomed. Falkenberg pulls
road ahead to 2030, especially on
no punches in reminding us of the
goals for sustainable production
harsh reality that achieving a Euroand consumption, climate action,
pean lifestyle for a global population
life below water and life on land,
of 10 billion people in 2050 would
as shown by this chart.
require the natural resources of at
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least two planet Earths. Better yet,
Falkenberg maps out a detailed and
well-argued programme for the EU
to tackle this challenge in a systematic way, including some practical
and eminently reasonable steps.
On the back of Falkenberg’s report,
what is now required from sustainability think tanks and research
institutions is to plot a credible
transformation pathway for each
Member State, and proposals on
how European institutions, local
authorities, businesses, civil society
and citizens can support such a massive transformation.
Here are a few ideas from IEEP:
Backcasting: We need to work
backwards from our 2030 SDGs
to identify scenarios and policy
options that would chart a plausible
course between the present and
the desired future. Existing documents will not do the trick; while
still useful, the EU’s 2020 strategy is highly growth oriented and
too short term. Similarly, the DG
Research and Innovation’s Global
Europe 2050 report is not detailed
enough to guide policy. We need a
‘who-does-what-when’ Roadmap.

Innovative policies and governance: Personally, I am glad to see
that the Falkenberg report mentions universal basic income, which
stands up as really innovative thinking which could advance the realisation of many SDGs in Europe.
Reforming governance in Europe,
with its « millefeuille » of competing
and siloed authorities at multiple
levels is a must to deliver the scale
and speed of change needed. How
to do so without getting bogged
down in endless debates or opening Pandora’s box is a 10 million dollar question. It probably requires us
to seize opportunities for clarification and simplification – whenever
they present themselves – and to
focus on concrete practice change
through bottom up, cross-boundary
and multi-stakeholder projects.

of the additional costs of delaying
action. This would also be a breath
of fresh air in advance of the discussions around the next EU Budget,
which risk being narrowed again
to the usual give and take debates
among Member States.
Bridging the gap between the
knowledge community and the
public: Whilst 35% of the EU population are aware of the SDGs, only
10% actually know what they are.
This leaves the vast majority of the
EU population unaware of what
their governments have committed
to within the SDGs, let alone the
scenarios and options that exist to
reach these goals or what ordinary
citizens and businesses can do about
it. This clearly needs to change.

To finish, let me share some other
words of wisdom from Native
Show us the money: To kick-start
American nations: In an ancient
discussions around the mobilisalegend, a hummingbird, faced with
tion of public and private funding
an immense fire, brings drops of
to implement SDGs, we badly need
water in his beak. Other larger anirobust information regarding the
mals mock him for his small contricosts of both the transition and
bution but the hummingbird says:
the business-as-usual approach in
at least I am doing my share. Like
Europe, with a clear understanding

the hummingbird, IEEP – as a member of Europe’s knowledge community - will certainly do its part and
ensure all its work aims to support
the implementation of the SDGs.
My question to you, Reader, is how
can we collaborate to multiply our
drops of water and help catalyse
the transition? Please send us your
ideas!

Listen to Erik Solheim – new
Executive Director of the UN
Envionment Program – talk
about the role of the UN and
of governments in achieving
sustainable development –
now!

Source: Based on Bertelsmann Stiftung & SDSN. 2016. SDG Index and Dashboard – A global report.
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